Abstract. We have developed polypeptide scaffolds that readily adopt a β-hairpin conformation (a pair of antiparallel strands connected by a turn) in solution. The study of such peptides allows us to understand the factors that govern stability and folding of these motifs in proteins, and permits mimicry of functionally important regions of proteins. Spectroscopic and biophysical methods have been used to characterize the conformational preferences and stability of these peptides, with a strong emphasis on using restraints generated from 1 H NMR spectroscopy to determine their three-dimensional structure. By optimization of interstrand interactions, we have developed highly stable disulfide-cyclized and linear β-hairpin peptides. In particular, tryptophan residues at non-hydrogen bonded strand sites (NHB) are highly stabilizing. A variety of turn types have been presented from these scaffolds, suggesting that they might generally be useful in turn presentation. Interestingly, β-hairpin peptides (containing a disulfide and a NHB tryptophan) have recently been discovered as antagonists of protein-protein interactions from naïve peptide libraries displayed on phage. Comparison of one such β-hairpin peptide with an α-helical peptide of very similar sequence provides further insight into the role that residue type and context play in determining polypeptide conformation.
Introduction
Polypeptide β-hairpins have been the subject of much study in recent years [11, 16, 27, 44] . Although prevalent in folded proteins, designing short peptides that adopt a β-hairpin conformation using only naturally-occurring amino acids has not been straightforward. Thus, in contrast to the α-helical case where many of the underlying factors that stabilize helix formation have been understood from model peptide studies [7, 38] , less progress has been made in systematically understanding β-hairpins. The problem is a complex one due to the non-local nature of the stabilizing interactions and the variety of sites present, e.g. turn vs. strand and hydrogen bonding (HB) vs. non-hydrogen bonding (NHB) positions in the strands. Moreover, spectroscopic analysis is rarely able to quantitate β-hairpin content accurately, a problem compounded by the marginal stability and dynamic nature of many model β-hairpin peptides.
Key factors that influence the stability of a β-hairpin are (1) strand-strand interactions; (2) ability of residues connecting strands to adopt a turn conformation appropriate for hairpin formation and (3) mechanisms to tether the N-and C-termini of the polypeptide. In order to investigate the amino acid requirements at strand locations for optimum hairpin stability, we have developed a 10-residue model β-hairpin peptide whose central residues have moderate type II turn propensity and whose terminal cysteine residues are tethered by a disulfide bond [10] . In this system, the disulfide bond between the cysteine thiols will form more readily if there is a stable association of the antiparallel strands. Thus, measurement of the equilibrium constant for disulfide bond formation (or thiol effective concentration, C eff ) allows a free energy of folding to be determined (∆G) and compared between different peptide analogs (∆∆G) [15, 32, 33] . In addition, we have also used conformation-dependent NMR parameters to assess the degree of β-hairpin formation in the oxidized state, and to determine three-dimensional structures for the more stable peptides.
Using this scaffold, we have systematically substituted residues in non-hydrogen-bonded (NHB) strand sites (see Fig. 1 ) with most of the naturally occurring amino acids [10] . Large hydrophobic or aromatic side chains (especially tryptophan) were found to be very stabilizing, and the effects at the two NHB sites were independent and additive [42] . Substitutions at the adjacent HB sites also lead to improved stability, although in this case the two sites are not energetically equivalent. Using one of the more stable scaffolds, we have shown that a number of 2-and 3-residue turns can be used to connect the strands without loss of β-hairpin character [4, 10] . We have also characterized the conformational properties of a CX 8 C-containing peptide discovered from a naïve peptide phage display library. This peptide acts as an agonist of the erythropoietin receptor and adopts a β-hairpin conformation in the receptor-bound state [28] . Hybrids between this peptide and a peptide of very similar sequence that adopts an α-helical conformation in solution shed further light into the determinants of β-hairpin stability [50] . Finally, we have taken the feature that most stabilizes strand association in the CX 8 C scaffold, a tryptophan at a nonhydrogen-bonded strand site, and used it to stabilize a β-hairpin in the absence of a disulfide bond [9] . These 12-residue, highly structured linear β-hairpin peptides, dubbed tryptophan zippers, are monomeric in solution and fold cooperatively, and as such, may be considered the smallest example yet described of a cooperatively folding tertiary structure (a "mini-protein").
Throughout this work, we have placed a strong emphasis on using NMR spectroscopy to characterize the peptides being studied. In this way, we can correlate the effects of stabilizing substitutions with particular structural features in the peptides. Moreover, the NMR data also give insights into the partial folding and internal dynamics of specific regions of a peptide. As a result, these investigations have furthered our understanding of the subtle interplay of side chain contacts that determine conformation in peptides and proteins. This knowledge may be used to design peptides that mimic the conformation of functionally important epitopes of intact proteins, and also in the design of peptide libraries (e.g. for use in phage display) that have a predefined conformational character.
Materials and methods
Peptide synthesis. Peptides were synthesized as C-terminal amides using standard Fmoc chemistry on a Pioneer synthesizer (PE Biosystems) as described previously [50] .
Thiol effective concentration measurements. Equilibrium constants were measured relative to the reference thiol glutathione (GSH) at pH 8.1 and 20 • C [10] . Briefly, concentrations of reduced and oxidized species were determined from HPLC peak areas, and effective concentrations (C eff ) were obtained from the following relationship:
The C eff values re-ported in Table 1 and Table 2 are averages from 3 or more HPLC analyses. Uncertainties in the ∆∆G values calculated from the C eff values are less than 0.03 kcal mol −1 .
CD spectroscopy. Concentrations of peptide stock solutions were determined spectrophotometrically as described [10] . Samples contained 20 µM peptide in 20 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.0. Spectra were acquired with an Aviv Instruments, Inc. Model 202 spectrophotometer at 5 • C. Averaging time at each wavelength was 10 s.
NMR spectroscopy. NMR samples contained 3-9 mM peptide in 92% H 2 O/8% D 2 O pH 5.0-5.3 and ∼100 µM 1,4-dioxane as chemical shift reference. All spectra were acquired on Bruker Avance-500 or Avance-600 spectrometers at 10 or 30 • C as described previously [6, 48] . All analysis of NMR data was performed with the program FELIX (Accelrys, San Diego). Resonance assignments were made by standard methods using 2QF-COSY, TOCSY and ROESY data collected in H 2 O solution [61] . ROESY and COSY-35 spectra were also acquired from D 2 O solutions of the peptides. 13 C resonance assignments were obtained for some peptides using HMQC and 1 H-TOCSY HMQC spectra acquired from D 2 O solution [6] .
Structure calculations. Distance restraints were generated from H 2 O and D 2 O ROESY spectra (τ m = 150 ms); dihedral angle restraints were derived from 3 J HN-Hα or 3 J Hα-Hβ coupling constants measured from 2QF-COSY or COSY-35 spectra, respectively, processed to high digital resolution in F 2 [49] . Hydrogen bond restraints were not employed at any stage of the calculation process. 100 initial structures were calculated using the hybrid distance geometry/simulated annealing program DGII [22] . 80 of the initial structures were further refined by restrained molecular dynamics using the SANDER module of the AMBER all-atom force field v 6.0 [57, 58] . Restraints were also included to minimize the difference between observed and calculated 1 H chemical shifts for α-protons and for protons of side chains that adopted a fixed χ 1 rotamer [5] . 20 conformations of lowest restraint violation energy were chosen to represent the solution conformations. The program SHIFTS (v 4.0) was used to calculate chemical shifts for a given set of molecular coordinates [62] . The inter-strand twist, Θ, was calculated as described previously [56] . Although this parameter is often measured between non-sequential C α , throughout this work we have chosen to calculate Θ between adjacent residues since the twist is often not uniformly distributed along the strands [41] .
Optimization of strand sites
Inspection of structures in the protein database revealed that disulfide bonds can form between adjacent antiparallel strands of a β-sheet provided the backbone atoms of the residues are not hydrogen-bonded to each other (the so called non-hydrogen-bonding or NHB site; Fig. 1 ) [19, 23, 53, 60] . Moreover, the residues two before or two after the cysteines are often hydrophobic in nature and pack against the disulfide [10] . This suggested to us that a stable β-hairpin scaffold might be developed by including cysteine residues at terminal NHB sites to tether the ends of the peptide, and that including hydrophobic residues at the adjacent NHB sites to pack against the disulfide might nucleate strand formation. This was done in the context of a 10-residue peptide with cysteine residues at position 1 and 10, threonine residues at position 2 and 9 (this amino acid tends to favor an extended backbone [35, 51] ), and a Glu-Gly-AsnLys sequence for residues 4-7 as it should have a moderate tendency to form a type II reverse turn [24] . Position 8 was initially chosen to be leucine, and naturally-occurring amino acids were substituted at [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] ; ∆∆G estimated assuming additivity of data for trpzip4, 5 and 6. b Spaces separate strand from turn residues; substitutions in the gb1 C-terminal peptide are indicated bold and underlined. position 3 (the X3L8-series), with the aim of identifying the residue that most stabilized the β-hairpin structure [10] .
The folding free energies of the X3L8 series, determined from the thiol effective concentration measurements, are shown in Fig. 2 . Hydrophobic residues, especially those with aromatic rings, are found to be stabilizing, with tryptophan being the best (the importance of cross-strand hydrophobic interactions has been hinted at in previous studies of β-hairpins [3, 31, 39, 47] ). The trend observed in Fig. 2 does not correlate with previously published scales of β-strand propensity based on substitutions into guest sites within β-sheets of proteins [34, 35, 51] . In these scales, threonine is usually the most favored residue type, whereas in our model hairpin system, threonine is not stabilizing and inclusion of tryptophan stabilizes the β-hairpin by ∼0.8 kcal mol −1 relative to threonine. The differences in the scales presumably result from the host system used to measure the stabilizing effects. In protein host-guest studies, the requirements of forming an entire β-sheet, and the possibility of stabilizing interactions between the sheet and the rest of the protein, may obscure the underlying trends in strand-strand stabilization. However, in the isolated hairpin case there are no extended tertiary interactions, and large hydrophobic side chains are clearly able to make the most stabilizing interactions with the opposite strand.
A qualitative assessment of the degree of folding in the oxidized state was made for a number of the X3L8 peptides using 1 H NMR. Deviations of H α chemical shift from their random coil values (so-called secondary chemical shifts), the presence of strand residues with 3 J HN-Hα > 8.0 Hz, and the observation of nuclear Overhauser effects between protons in the different strands are all indicative of the formation of extended polypeptides and their association to form a β-hairpin. The trend observed in the magnitude of these parameters does correlate with the free energy of folding (Table 1) derived from the disulfide exchange equilibrium measurements, and suggests that the latter are reflective of the degree of folding in the oxidized state.
The peptide with tryptophan at position 3 (bhpW) was studied in more detail by 1 H NMR. As described in the Materials and methods section, 79 inter-proton distance restraints, 10 backbone φ dihedral angle restraints and 5 side chain χ1 restraints were generated from this analysis. Moreover, the chemical shifts also provide sensitive indicators of structure that can provide additional experimental restraints [13] to guide the structure calculation process [5] . The final structures calculated for bhpW are well-defined at the backbone level (mean RMSD to the mean structure of 0.39 ± 0.08 Å) and are depicted in Fig. 3 . The peptide adopts the designed fold, with the two strands (Cys1-Thr2-Trp3-Glu4 and Lys7-Leu8-Thr9-Cys10) in an antiparallel arrangement connected by a type II reversed turn (Gly5-Asn6). Four hydrogen bonds are present connecting the strands, and the cysteine side chains adopt the conformation observed for disulfide bonds between adjacent antiparallel strands in proteins (χ1 = −60 [53] ). The two pairs of NHB side chains (Cys1-Cys10 and Trp3-Leu8) form a cluster on one side of the hairpin. Although the observed values of 3 J Hα-Hβ for Trp3 and Leu8 suggest that more than one χ 1 rotamer is being sampled in solution, a single rotamer is observed in the ensemble suggesting that these side chains are being "pinned" by the observed ROE restraints [21] .
As with β-sheets in proteins, the strands of bhpW twist around each other in a right-handed sense. The inter-strand twist is moderate next to the disulfide (Θ = 18 • for the C α of Cys1, Cys10-Thr2, Thr9) and much more pronounced on either side of the NHB hydrophobic residues (Θ29 • for the C α of Thr2, Thr9-Trp3, Leu8 and 31 • for the C α of Trp3, Leu8-Glu4, Lys7). This degree of twist is higher than the optimal value of 20-25 • estimated from molecular mechanics calculations [56] , but is not beyond the range of values observed in proteins [63] . However, twists of this magnitude are usually only observed in isolated β-hairpins or edge strands of β-sheets, not in the interior strands of extended β-sheets [63] . Indeed, Richardson et al. have postulated that twisting of edge strands is one mechanism by which β-sheet proteins avoid self-association via the formation of extended intermolecular edge-edge contacts [40] ; this might also explain the absence of aggregation observed for our twisted β-hairpin peptides. Within each strand, the twisting is localized to the N-terminal side of the NHB hydrophobic residues, as judged by the sum of backbone dihedral angles between adjacent C α (ψ i + φ i+1 ) [41] . The non-uniform twisting of each strand is reflected in the NMR parameters: the backbone coupling constant 3 J HN-Hα of Trp3 and Leu8 are 8.4 and 7.8 Hz, respectively (lower than the expected value of 8.5-10 Hz for an extended strand), and the 13 C α secondary chemical shifts are close to zero (compared to ∼ −2.0 ppm in regular extended strands [43, 52] ).
Having identified the optimal residue at position 3 in our β-hairpin scaffold, we next made substitutions at position 8 (originally leucine) with a leucine fixed at position 3 (L3X8 series) [42] . Due to the twist of the strands, position 3 and 8 are not geometrically equivalent: the side chain of residue 3 is closer to the turn whilst the side chain of residue 8 is closer to the disulfide. In spite of this geometric difference, substitutions at position 8 are energetically very similar to those at position 3 ( Fig. 4(top) ), with tryptophan conferring the greatest stability. Families of peptides were also studied with position 3 or 8 fixed at tryptophan (the W3X8 and X3W8 series). Once again, the trend in C eff is the same in both families (Fig. 4(bottom) ), suggesting that the two NHB sites are equivalent and that neither makes specific, packing interactions with the disulfide or the turn region (this is in contrast to some recent reports that specific "diagonal" cross-strand residue pairs can be stabilizing [54] ). A more detailed analysis of the data in Fig. 4 indicates that linear free-energy relationships exist between the different families of peptides [42] . Interestingly, the free-energy relationships between Trp and Leu have non-unit gradients; substitutions opposite tryptophan are always ∼2.5-fold more stabilizing than opposite leucine and there are no residue pair-specific interactions between position 3 and 8 that are especially stabilizing. We hypothesize that the enhanced stability of tryptophan arises from interactions with the backbone of the opposite strand; from the backbone twist point of view, position 3 and 8 are equivalent, providing an explanation for the energetic equivalence of substitutions at these sites.
Due to the independence of the two sites, the most stable β-hairpin peptide is found with tryptophan residues at position 3 and 8; this peptide is over 1.2 kcal mol −1 more stable than the peptide with leucine residues at both sites. The 1 H NMR parameters for this peptide (bhpWW) indicate that it is well-folded at the backbone level (Table 1) . Interestingly, the CD spectrum of bhpWW contains two intense excitoncoupled bands (a negative one at 215 nm and a positive one at 229 nm) that are indicative of an interaction between two proximal aromatic chromophores [18] . In spite of this Trp3-Trp8 interaction, the 3 J Hα-Hβ2 and 3 J Hα-Hβ3 coupling constants for both tryptophan side chains are ∼7.5 Hz, indicating that χ 1 values of −60 • and 180 • are sampled with approximately equal frequency. Initial structure calculations confirmed that a single conformation could not satisfy all of the observed ROEs to the tryptophan ring protons. Instead, four separate ensembles of structures were determined with χ 1 set to −60 • or 180 • for Trp3 and Trp8 (Fig. 5) . For each calculation, tryptophan ring ROEs that were not consistent with the particular χ 1 values were manually removed, although all ROEs were utilized in at least one of the calculations. Although the tryptophan side chain orientations differ between the ensembles, the backbone geometry, including the type II turn, cross-strand hydrogen bonds and right-handed twist of the strands, is similar. These results indicate that the solution conformation of bhpWW is best represented as some mixture of the four individual conformations, since only then can all of the NMR data be explained. Our most recent work has focussed on stabilizing our CX 8 C scaffold by substitutions at the HB sites 2 and 9 (initially fixed at threonine residues) [41] . In contrast to the NHB sites, substitutions at position 2 and 9 are not energetically equivalent. Hydrophobic β-branched amino acids are very stabilizing at position 9 (by ∼0.7 kcal mol −1 ) compared to threonine, but only slightly stabilizing (by ∼0.2 kcal mol −1 ) at position 2 [41] . We attribute this energetic asymmetry to the asymmetric nature of the strand twisting (both cysteine residues are less twisted and both NHB residues are more twisted): presumably, the particular environment surrounding position 9 is much more compatible with a valine or isoleucine side chain than the environment surrounding position 2. The stabilization achieved by position 9 substitutions is independent of the residues at the NHB sites. Thus, stabilizing features at several sites may be combined to form a much more stable scaffold. The most stable frameworks will be able to induce a β-hairpin conformation for a much larger proportion of turn sequences, thereby enhancing the utility of our scaffold for mimicking hairpin loops in proteins (see below).
Turn residues
We next investigated the influence that the turn residues had on the stability of the disulfide cyclized β-hairpin system [10] . In addition to the original GN turn, the turn sequences NG, pN and pG were also studied ("p" indicates a proline of D stereochemistry at the α-carbon). For each turn sequence, C eff was measured for several members of the X3L8 series. For all three turns, the rank ordering of stability is the same as in the original GN-turn series, with the Trp3 peptides being most stable. Free energy relationships derived from these data indicate that the turn and strand residue 3 make independent contributions to the stability of the hairpin. The additivity of the C eff data also allow the relative stability of the different turn types to be evaluated: substituting GN for NG leads to a ∼0.7 kcal mol −1 increase in stability, whilst the D-proline turns are even more stabilizing (∼1.2 kcal mol −1 for pN and pG). Structures calculated for these peptides on the basis of the NMR data demonstrated that the scaffold observed in bhpW was preserved, although the turn type and orientation with respect to the strands differed [10] . We note [10] , as have others [20, 30, 59] , that a stable β-hairpin with a tight, 2-residue turn will only be populated if a type-I or type-II turn can form. This results from the compatibility of the natural right-handed twist of the strands (Θ ∼ 25 • ) and the inherent twist of a primed turn (Θ ∼ 25 • for I and ∼ 15 • for II ). In contrast, an unprimed turn has a negative Θ that cannot readily connect a pair of antiparallel strands; indeed, for this reason early attempts to form hairpins with proline-induced type I turns lead to the formation of bulged three-residue turns with mis-registered strands [12] .
The sequences used to connect the strands described above have a moderate to high propensity to form turns suitable for the formation of a β-hairpin. We next wanted to test the ability of the bhpW scaffold to stabilize less stable turn sequences present in hairpin loops of proteins. Given the linear free energy relationships described above, the fraction of molecules folded into the desired hairpin conformation will be a balance between the relative energies of turn and of the strand interactions. The first example we chose was the C -C hairpin loop from the T-cell surface protein CD4 (residues 37-46) [10] . The human immunodeficiency virus uses this cell-surface protein as a co-receptor for gaining entry into cells via association with the virus coat protein gp120. A co-crystal structure of CD4 protein bound to gp120 suggests that the 37-46 hairpin loop contributes 63% of the buried surface of CD4, with much of this coming from the side chain of Phe43 [26] . Thus, peptides that mimic this portion of CD4 might provide useful starting points from which antagonists of the gp120-CD4 interaction might be developed [55] .
The initial peptide based on the C -C loop containing the sequence of CD4 residues 38-45 with terminal cysteine residues (cd1; Table 1 ) had a very low C eff , and NMR data concurred that it was not a well-folded hairpin [10] . Although the sequence of the C-terminal strand is appropriate (Leu-Thr), the N-terminal strand residues Gly-Asn are not favorable for hairpin formation (e.g., an asparagine at the NHB site is not stabilizing, see Fig. 2 ). In peptide cd2, the residues from bhpW were substituted into the N-terminal strand. We reasoned that in the co-crystal structure, these side chains of CD4 are orientated away from the gp120 surface [26] , hence the presence of Thr-Trp should not interfere sterically with binding by the peptide. Structures calculated on the basis of the NMR data for cd2 show it to be wellordered with a type II turn connecting strands with hydrophobic packing of NHB and cysteine residues along one face (Fig. 6) . However, C eff measurements suggest that the QGSF turn destabilizes the folding free energy by 0.5 kcal mol −1 relative to bhpW. The structure determined for cd2 is quite similar to the corresponding loop of CD4 (RMSD of 0.93 Å for N, C α and C atoms of residues 37-46; Fig. 6 ). The observed values of 3 J Hα-Hβ for Phe7 (Phe43 in CD4) suggest that the single rotamer observed in the peptides is an artifact, and that this side chain probably samples several conformations, including the one observed in the gp120 co-crystal. In spite of the structural similarity between cd2 and the C -C loop of CD4, we have not been able to observe binding of cd2 to gp120 (IC 50 1 mM). This suggests that although the C -C hairpin loop is necessary for binding to gp120, it is not sufficient, and that other binding determinants are necessary for recognition of gp120 [10] .
Loops connecting hairpin strands in proteins are often more complex than the simple I or II tworesidue turns studied thus far with our model hairpin system [45] . We next chose to study turns with 3 residues that are commonly found in proteins as type I turns with a β-bulge [4] . The GN turn in bhpW was replaced with several three-residue turns that have been observed in protein structures; a number of single amino acid changes were made within these turns to assess the effect on stability of individual side chains. The three-residue turns all resulted in hairpins of lower stability (C eff ) than bhpW, with the destabilization ranging from 0.13 to >1.0 kcal mol −1 . Structures calculated for the most stable peptide (PDG) indicate that the scaffold conformation is preserved while the Pro-Asp forms a type I reverse turn, and the glycine forms a β-bulge with a positive φ (Fig. 7) . This conformation is very similar to that seen in several proteins that contain a β-hairpin connected by a PDG turn, for example residues 306-308 of 15-lipoxygenase (Fig. 7(bottom) ; [17] ). Although the three-residue turn peptides span a range of stabilities, the pattern of backbone chemical shifts (H α , C α and C β ) [43] and sequential H N -H N ROEs [61] in the turn are consistent with the type-I turn + β-bulge being the dominant conformation in every case. Thus, the C eff measurements are reporting directly on the relative stability of this turn type for a particular sequence. Single residue substitutions within the three-residue turns reveal a context-dependence to the associated changes in free energy (Table 1) . This implies single-residue turn potentials determined from statistical analysis of amino acid preferences in protein structures may not be relevant in all cases [24] .
β-hairpin erythropoietin agonist peptides
During the development of our β-hairpin scaffold, several peptides discovered from phage display libraries have been reported that are able to bind to and affect the activity of a number of proteins [46] . Interestingly, two of these peptides contain a CX 8 C motif and in the bound state adopt a β-hairpin conformation with a tryptophan at the C-terminal NHB site within the cycle. Since the β-hairpin conformation is necessary for protein binding in both cases [28, 37] , the selection of tryptophan offers an entropic benefit to binding by its ability to pre-organize the β-hairpin prior to association with protein. In the case of the FcεRIα-binding peptide IGE06, the β-hairpin conformation is highly populated in the free peptide [37] . Although the peptide EMP-1 adopts a β-hairpin conformation when bound to the erythropoietin receptor (EPO-R) [28] , the structure of the peptide in the absence of binding protein has not been reported.
We chose to investigate the conformational behavior of the EPO-R antagonist peptides in solution. 1 H NMR spectra revealed that EMP-18 (the shortest EPO-R-binding peptide that still exhibits agonistic activity [25] ; see Table 1 for sequence) is conformationally heterogeneous in solution, with two sets of resonances present in a 3 : 2 ratio. The resonances could be assigned for both species, and inspection of the sequential NOEs revealed that the most populous form had a trans Gly8-Pro9 peptide bond, whilst the less populated species had the cis orientation. Although some cross-strand NOEs are observed for the trans isomer in the vicinity of the cysteine residues, the remaining NMR parameters are not indicative of a well-folded β-hairpin conformation [50] . However, in the cis isoform, cross-strand NOEs, 3 J HN-Hα and H α secondary chemical shifts are all consistent with the formation of a β-hairpin [50] . Structures calculated for this isoform have phenylalanine and tryptophan residues occupying the NHB sites in proximity to the cysteine side chains, whilst a Pro-Leu type I turn connects the strands (Fig. 8(top) ). Thus, although the type-I turn enforced by the proline cannot be accommodated in a stable β-hairpin due to its incorrect twist, flipping the peptide bond preceding the proline is sufficient to alter the twist of the turn (Θ ∼ 30 • ) and allow the β-hairpin to form.
Inspection of the sequence for the IgE-receptor antagonist peptide (IGE06) indicated that even though it has a proline at the turn i + 1 position (and hence a type I turn), it is still able to adopt a stable β-hairpin conformation by virtue of having a glycine with a positive φ at the turn i + 3 position [37] . When this turn i + 3 glycine substitution was made in the context of EMP-18, or in a truncated version (epo3), one predominant species resulted in solution (Gly-Pro bond > 90% trans) that contained a well-formed β-hairpin (Fig. 8(middle) ; Fig. 9(top) ). Further, we hypothesized that the enhanced conformational preference of emp18(T10G) might allow it to bind to EPO-R more tightly. However, we have been unable to demonstrate any interaction with EPO-R (agonistic or antagonistic). A comparison of the structure of epo3 with that of peptide in the EPO-R-bound state indicates that although the strand regions of the peptides overlay well, the relative orientation of the turn is affected by the positive φ of Gly at the turn i+3 position (Fig. 8(bottom) ). In the co-crystal structure with EPO-R, there are important intermolecular hydrophobic interactions with the strand residues and three intermolecular hydrogen bonds to backbone carbonyl groups in the turn. We speculate that the combination of these interactions is able to overcome the strain of connecting β-hairpin strands with a type I turn (as is observed in the co-crystal structure) and maintain tight binding, whereas in EMP18(T10G) the incorrect orientation of strands and turn preclude a stable interaction with EPO-R.
A phage library similar to that used to discover the EPO-R antagonists was used recently to identify antagonists of the interaction between insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) and IGF binding protein-1 (IGFBP-1) [29] . Interestingly, although 6 of 10 residues within the disulfide cycle are identical with EMP-18, the IGFBP-1 antagonist peptide adopts a completely different conformation and contains an N-terminal loop and a C-terminal helix. A truncated 12-residue version of the IGFBP-1 antagonist (epo4; Fig. 9 ; see Table 1 for sequence) has a 66% sequence identity to the β-hairpin epo3, yet is also helical at its C-terminus. We have studied all 16 hybrid peptides of epo3/epo4 in order to evaluate which of the 4 amino acid differences control the selection of β-hairpin vs. α-helical conformation [50] . Spectroscopic methods (NMR and CD) along with C eff measurements were used to assess the type and extent of folding in each case. The residue at position 8 was most discriminating due to its location at the turn i + 3 site: peptides with Gly8 were either β-hairpins or unfolded, whereas peptides with Gln8 were either α-helical or unfolded. Within the Gly8-containing peptides, the order of importance for maintaining the β-hairpin conformation was found to be Phe4Ala > Val10Leu > His3Arg. The preference for Phe is expected from the studies described above (Fig. 2) since this residue is at the NHB site. Likewise, the preference for a valine preceding the second cysteine is apparent in our studies with bhpW (Table 1) . Thus, the phage selection process seems to have selected residues that not only recognize EPO-R but also predispose the peptide to adopt a β-hairpin conformation. Moreover, these observations suggest that the construction of phage display libraries in which some residues are fixed so as to favor formation of a β-hairpin might generate novel ligands that have a predefined conformational preference, thereby simplifying subsequent structure-function analysis.
Tryptophan zippers
The studies described above indicate that the stabilization of a β-hairpin by inclusion of tryptophan residues at a NHB site is independent of turn type and cross-strand NHB residue. We hypothesized that we could extend this by replacing the cysteine residues at the terminal NHB site with tryptophan to produce a linear peptide that adopts a stable β-hairpin conformation [9] . A peptide based on this four-tryptophan scaffold (tryptophan zipper; trpzip1) with an EGNK turn sequence was characterized by NMR and found to be highly folded at 15 • C in aqueous solution ( Table 2 ). All the hallmarks of a wellfolded β-hairpin were present, including numerous and substantial deviations of 1 H chemical shifts from random coil values (some by more than 2.0 ppm), numerous cross-strand NOEs and backbone 3 J HN-Hα coupling constants >8.0 Hz. In spite of the presence of four tryptophan residues in a 12-residue peptide, line widths of the NMR resonances and analytical ultracentrifugation data all point to the monomeric nature of the tryptophan zipper peptides (i.e., folding is not dependent on oligomerization) [9] . The trpzip1 is also well-folded from the side chain point of view: 3 J Hα-Hβ indicate that all four tryptophan residues adopt a fixed χ 1 and numerous NOEs are observed between the rings. Structure determination for trpzip1 reveals the nature of the β-hairpin: the type II turn connects two antiparallel strands with the two terminal and the two central tryptophan side chains packed in a well-defined edge-to-face fashion (note that initial structure determinations had face-to-face packing between each pair of aromatic rings [9] ; subsequent quantitative analysis of 1 H chemical shifts indicate that these data are best described by changing χ 1 and χ 2 of the outer tryptophan residues to produce the edge-to-face packing shown in Fig. 10(top) ; [8] ). The strands of trpzip1 have a pronounced twist, with the majority of this occurring on the N-terminal side of each tryptophan residue; in spite of the twist, all of the expected cross-strand hydrogen bonds are present.
As was seen with bhpWW, the inter-strand tryptophan pairing gives rise to intense exciton coupled bands in the CD spectrum of the tryptophan zipper peptides. Note that these bands are much more intense than the usual CD signature of β-structure [31, 39] and can provide a very sensitive measure of the extent of folding. Monitoring the CD intensity at 229 nm as a function of temperature indicates that the unfolding event is cooperative, reversible and independent of peptide concentration. The thermodynamic parameters for this event are obtained by appropriate fitting to the denaturation curve (Table 2) : trpzip1 unfolds with a T m of 323 K; at ambient temperature trpzip1 folds via an enthalpically driven process and is >80% folded. On a per-residue basis, the parameters in Table 2 are comparable to the values observed in larger proteins [1, 2] . Moreover, the data are also best fit by allowing a non-zero value for the change in heat capacity (∆C p ), a feature that is also observed in cooperative folding of proteins. Thus, from a structural and thermodynamic point of view, the tryptophan zipper molecules conform to traditionally accepted views of protein behavior, and may be considered as true "mini-proteins" [13] .
The 16 C-terminal residues from the B1 IgG-binding domain of protein G have been used previously as a model for the formation of β-hairpin structure by a linear peptide [3] . In the folded, intact B1 domain, the C-terminus forms a β-hairpin with four hydrophobic residues at NHB sites (W43, Y45, F52 and V54) that pack into the core of the protein. This motif has been proposed as a nucleator of hairpin structure [36] , although the native peptide [3] , or a variant with a high-propensity type I pG turn [14] , exhibit marginal stability at room temperature. We chose to replace the three non-tryptophan NHB residues of the gb1 peptide with tryptophan (trpzip4; [9] ). This peptide is exceptionally stable, as judged by both CD thermal melts (T m = 343 K; Table 2 ) and NMR data [9] . We estimate that each pair of cross-strand tryptophan residues contribute ∼1 kcal mol −1 to the free energy of folding of the hairpin relative to the wild-type residue pairs, making the tryptophan zipper variant far more stable than the wild-type hairpin (>95% folded at 293 K vs. ∼30% folded for the wild-type). Overall, the structure determined for trpzip4 is quite similar to the equivalent hairpin in the intact B1 domain (Fig. 10(bottom) ), especially in the turn region (RMSD = 0.65 Å for residues 46-52), with the turn conformations being very similar. However, in keeping with our other hairpin scaffolds, the strands of trpzip4 are quite twisted (Θ ∼ 30 • per residue) compared to the hairpin in the intact protein (Θ ∼ 10 • per residue).
Conclusions
Through the development of a disulfide-cyclized model system, we have been able to understand some of the factors that stabilize β-hairpin conformations. The presence of the disulfide at the appropriate strand location not only stabilizes the fold, but also affords a sensitive measure of the relative freeenergies of folding for our peptides. A systematic investigation into the effect of residue type at the non-hydrogen-bonded sites within this peptide revealed that hydrophobic residues, especially tryptophan, are especially stabilizing [8] . The two non-hydrogen-bonded sites are found to be energetically equivalent (in spite of the hairpin twist making them structurally distinct) and to participate in positively cooperative strand interactions [42] . Interestingly, the cooperativity is not associated with particular pairs of side chains; placement of the stabilizing tryptophan at one site improves the stabilizing effect of all substitutions in the other strand by ∼2.5-fold. In contrast, the stabilizing effect of substitutions in the 2-residue turn was found to be independent of residues in the strands [8] . Thus, our model hairpin appears to be modular and optimization of strand and turn portions may be conducted independently.
We have used NMR spectroscopy to characterize many of our β-hairpin peptides. Not only does NMR provide evidence for the folded nature of the peptides (and even a semi-quantitative evaluation of the degree of folding), but it can also give insights into the presence of internal motions of backbone or side chain atoms. In the case of well-folded peptides, the NMR data may also be used to determine threedimensional structures, thereby allowing a correlation of stabilizing substitutions with conformational features [8] . Pairs of cross-strand tryptophan residues are not only very stabilizing to our CX 8 C scaffold, but their interaction also gives rise to a pair of intense bands in the CD spectrum that are highly indicative of the folded β-hairpin [50] . By combining two pairs of non-hydrogen-bond tryptophan residues, linear peptides have been designed that also adopt a stable β-hairpin fold [9] . The intense CD bands are also observed in these molecules, facilitating characterization of the thermal unfolding process. These peptides, dubbed tryptophan zippers, have thermodynamic and structural characteristics equivalent to full proteins, hence they represent the smallest "mini-protein" domains yet described.
The independence of strand and turn residues indicates that our scaffold will have utility in mimicking hairpin loops from proteins: by using a stable scaffold we should be able to impart a conformational preference to sequences that do not have a strong tendency to adopt turn conformations. We have put this into practice by stabilizing the C -C turn from CD4 in a 12-residue peptide in an attempt to develop antagonists of gp120 binding [8] . The C-terminal hairpin turn from the B1 domain of protein G has also been accurately reproduced, this time in the tryptophan zipper context [9] . Finally, 3-residue turn sequences have also been introduced into the disulfide-linked scaffold, and found to adopt similar conformations to the same turn sequences observed in full-length proteins [4] . Interestingly, several of the sequence elements that stabilize our scaffold have also been observed in protein ligands developed from naïve phage display libraries that also have a tendency to adopt a β-hairpin conformation [37, 50] . These two areas of research may be combined to develop peptide libraries on phage in which some residues are fixed to impart a predefined conformation to the randomized portion of the peptide.
